




An atmosphere that is transparent to shortwave radiation and completely 
opaque to longwave radiation.  
 
The layers and the surface of the planet are in radiative equilibrium.  
 
How is the surface temperature of the planet affected by the presence of 
this atmosphere? 
 
Its upward flux is F = σ T4  where T = 255 K 

Hint: make a model of the fluxes in an atmosphere 
with completely opaque isothermal layers 



Temperature is:  



Plane parallel 

grey 

Isotropic source function 

Atmosphere heated by surface 



Derive the thermal profile for an 
atmosphere that is: 
 
1)  Transparent to sunlight 
2)  Opaque at longer wavelengths 
3)  Emits according to LTE 
4)  Does not scatter 
5)  Is grey  

Atmosphere heated by surface 

Use 2-Stream 



RT equation for LTE emission:  if 

This is the standard RT equation for altitude defined in opposite direction to tau 

Definition of mean intensity:   

Net flux across area parallel to surface:   

Integrate RT equation over a sphere:  



 
Assume 2-stream:  
 
Simple expressions for J and F: 
 

How do we derive these? 



 
Assume 2-stream:  
 
Simple expressions for J and F: 
 
 
Multiply RT by u & integrate: 
 
 
 
Simplifies to: 
 
 
Constant Flux: 
 
RT equation: 

0 



Combine these two equations: 



Integrated flux is constant throughout the atmosphere 



Integrate over all frequencies:    

This gives us:  

Where: 

Assume the condition of radiative equilibrium: 

Then from  

We get:  or 

If kv is constant 



This 

Suggests this: 



Derive the thermal profile for an 
atmosphere that is: 
 
1)  Transparent to sunlight 
2)  Opaque at longer wavelengths 
3)  Emits according to LTE 
4)  Does not scatter 
5)  Is grey  

Atmosphere heated by surface 

First, get rid of J: + 

Use 2-Stream 



1)  Write down the equation of radiative transfer 
2)  Establish the boundary conditions 
3)  Solve for the temperature 



Atmosphere heated by surface 

Use: 

RT Eq. : 

Intensities: 





Atmosphere heated by surface 

At Ground:  

where T1 is the temperature of the atmosphere above the surface 

No downward intensity at the top of the atmosphere:  

Note: 

The air above the surface is cooler than the surface  



Boundary Conditions: Flux at top of atmosphere: 

Upward intensity at top of atmosphere: 

Since F is constant: 

Thus from the boundary condition 

The top of the atmosphere radiates as T0 
 
The upward flux is characteristic of that at 
tau = 2/3 



Temperature profile: 

Where: 

Mean emission temp (equivalent T): 

i.e. 

Assume uniform temperature heated by Sun: 

For Earth: A = 0.29   

Te = 255 K   &  To = 215 K    



Boundary Conditions: Ground temperature discontinuity: 

Then:  

Since:   

Since:   

Then:  

Note that the ground temperature 
can be high for an atmosphere with 
a high optical depth  

That is the greenhouse effect 



The idea and the initial model of the runaway greenhouse 



Plane parallel 

grey 

Isotropic source function 

Atmosphere heated by surface 





Expressions for intensity: 
 
 
 
Boundary Conditions: 
At the Ground: 
 
At the TOA: 
 
 
Intensity at TOA: 
 
RT equation: 
 
Air at TOA radiates with T=T0. Emission is characteristic of that at τ=2/3 
  
                                                      TP Profile: 
 
 
 
 
  

Discontinuity 



Temperature Profile: 
 
 
 
Temp directly above ground (T1):  
 
Boundary Conditions: 
 
 
 
 
Surface Temperature  
 
 
 
  



Liquid 

Saturated vapor 

Trc 

Stratosphere 
(radiative equilibrium – constant 
F –this part modeled) 

Optical depth due to vapor alone  (κ) 

Tropopause near saturation 



Assume hydrostatic equilibrium:  

Write condensable mass density:  

Assume grey atmosphere: 

Then:  

Let:  Then: 

Note:  H is the humidity, Ps the saturation pressure, k the 
absorption coefficient, mv and m the mean molecular weights of the 
vapor and the atmosphere, and g the gravity 

Optical depth at Trc 



RT equation: 
 
 
 
 
 
Optical Depth: 
 
 
 
Outgoing Flux:  
 
 
 
Constant: 
 
  



For T small: F ~ T4 solutions increase with T 
For T large: F ~ T4/Ps solutions decrease with T 
->  Solutions exist only for values below a maximum F 
->  This critical value depends on Ps and K 

Solutions exist only for values less the maximum value.  
This critical value depends on the atmospheric composition (Ps and κ).  
That is: there is a maximum flux that the planet can emit.   
 
Equilibrium is therefore impossible when the incident solar flux exceeds the 
critical value planetary outward flux. In this case the incoming solar flux, 
exceeding the outgoing flux, would supply energy to the surface to heat it. If 
there were oceans, this energy would go into  
evaporating the oceans. 



Runaway 
No solution for: 



Consider:   K= 0.1 cm2/g (appropriate for 8-20 um window 
   H = 100% 
   m = 29 g (N2) and mv = 18 g (H2O) 
   g  = 10 m/s 
   Po = 8 mm Hg 
   Fmax = 0.63 cal cm-2 min-1 

   T = 260 K  
 
Average incident sunlight on Earth is 0.5 cal cm-2 min-1 
Average incident sunlight on Earth is 0.9 cal cm-2 min-1 
But the albedos of Earth is 0.3 and for Venus is 0.78 
So… both Venus and Earth absorb 0.3 cal cm-2 min-1 
 
They are subcritical.  
 

   But what if Venus was not as cloudy as in the past 
Note: runaway greenhouses grow from below 



There is another interesting point in the paper. When 
water is the major constituent of the atmosphere, its 
partial pressure basically sets the atmosphere’s pressure, 
and the water abundance remains high in the 
stratosphere. As a result, the water opacity (rather than 
that of O2 and O3) determines the penetration depth of 
solar UV radiation. In the process, water is dissociated, the 
hydrogen escapes, and the oxygen reacts with other 
molecules. Venus loses its water 


